We address the question as to when a motion or almost-orbit u of a strongly continuous semigroup (S(t)) t >o of operators in a Banach space X will be weakly almost periodic in the sense of Eberlein. In particular, we show (a) that this is the case in practice exactly when u uniquely decomposes as the sum u = S(-)y + φ of an almost periodic motion S(-)y: R + -> X of (S(t)) t >o and a function φ: R + -• X that vanishes at infinity in a certain weak sense, and (b) that an almost-orbit u of a uniformly bounded Co-semigroup of linear operators will be weakly almost periodic provided only that u has weakly relatively compact range. Our results on existence and representation are then applied to a qualitative study of asymptotic behavior of solutions to the abstract Cauchy problem in which the focus is on almost periodicity properties and ergodic theorems.
Introduction. The point of departure for our work in this paper is the problem of distinguishing properties related to almost periodicity for solutions to the abstract Cauchy problem associated with the generator of a strongly continuous semigroup (S(t)) t >o of operators in a Banach space X. In the homogeneous case, solutions can be realized as motions of (S(t)) t >o, and so the study of their asymptotic behavior reduces to a corresponding study of semigroup motions. Since weak or integral solutions to the inhomogeneous problem are almost-orbits of the associated semigroup in many concrete instances, moreover, we include almost-orbits as well as motions of (S(t)) t >o within the scope of our investigation.
In [21] (and the survey article [22] ), we have treated the problem of characterizing motions that are asymptotically almost periodic; i.e., those for which their set of translates is relatively compact in the sup-normed space (Q(JR + , X), || ||oo) of all bounded continuous functions from R + into X. Our present purpose is a study of motions and almost-orbits that are weakly almost periodic in the sense of Eberlein [9] , which corresponds to the set of translates being relatively compact with respect to the weak topology of the Banach space (Q(R + , X), || I|oo). Following a preliminary section, we show in §2 that (a) an almost-orbit u: R + -> X of (S(t)) t >o is weakly almost pe-riodic if and only if there exist a unique element y in the weak ω-limit set of u and a uniquely determined Eberlein-weakly almost periodic function φ: R + -> X with the zero function in the weak closure of its set of translates such that u = S{-)y + φ and S(-)y: M + -* X is almost periodic (Theorem 2.4), and (b) every almost-orbit with weakly relatively compact range of a uniformly bounded Co-semigroup of linear operators is weakly almost periodic (Theorem 2.1). In §3, we then apply our results to the questions of existence and representation of weakly almost periodic and almost periodic solutions to the abstract Cauchy problem.
Preliminaries.
Throughout the paper, X will denote a (real or complex) Banach space, which we shall tacitly assume to be complex whenever spectral properties of linear operators enter the picture. The dual of X will be denoted by X*, and B x * will denote the dual unit ball. For a subset D of X, the closure and weak closure of D will be denoted by cl D and w-cl D, respectively, while co D will denote the convex hull of D. Furthermore, (S(t)) t >o will hereafter denote a strongly continuous semigroup of operators on a weakly closed subset C of X.
For a function u: M + -> X, we will refer to γ(u) = {u(t): t > 0} as the orbit of u and to ω w (u) = {y e X: 30 < t n -• oc such that w(ί/ι) -• y weakly in X} as the weak ω-limit set of u. In case u = S(-)x is a semigroup motion through some x e C, however, we shall follow the standard practice of denoting these sets by γ(x) and ω w (x), respectively. [19, p. 351] . A continuous function u: R + -• C is said to be an almost-orbit of (S(£))r>o if
DEFINITION
As mentioned in the Introduction, the broader concept of an almostorbit (which might more aptly be termed an almost motion) of a semigroup includes weak or integral solutions to certain classes of the inhomogeneous Cauchy problem associated with a generator A\ 2f{A) c X -• X of a strongly continuous semigroup (£(ί))/>o of operators on C = w-cl^(A), and we pause to note two specific instances:
1.1.1. Assume that (S(t)) t >o is a uniformly bounded Co-semigroup of continuous linear operators on X, and let x e X. If / e L x (R + , X), then it readily follows that the function
u(t) = S{t)x + ί S(t-s)f(s) ds Jo
is an almost-orbit of (S(t)) t >o. In particular, mild solutions of the inhomogeneous Cauchy problem r ύ(t) = Au(t) + f{t), ί>0, \ u(0) = xeX are almost-orbits of (S(t)) t >o whenever / G L^R" 1 ", X).
Assuming that X is uniformly convex and
, then the integral solution (in the sense of Benilan [3] ) to the Cauchy problem
is an almost-orbit of the contraction semigroup (S(t)) t >o [19, p. 362] . The spaces of all bounded continuous functions from R + into X and from R into X will be denoted by Q(R + , X) and Q(R, X), respectively, and we shall hereafter assume that each of these spaces is equipped with the supremum norm. For / G {R + , R} , /GQ(/,I), and ω G /, moreover, we put f ω {t) = f(t + ω), t e J, and let //(/) = {y^: ω G /} denote the set of all translates of /.
DEFINITION, (a)
Of these notions, (a) dates back to Bohl, Bohr, and Bochner (cf. [4] ), (b) (i) to Frechet [11, 12] for dimZ < oc (cf. [31] and [21, 22, 24] for general X), and (b) (ii) to Eberlein [9] in the scalar case (cf. [18] and [22, 25] for general X).
The spaces of all almost periodic, asymptotically almost periodic, and Eberlein-weakly almost periodic functions will be denoted by AP{R, X), AAP{M+, X), and W{R+, X), respectively. Further, we shall let W 0 (R+, X) denote the vector subspace of W(R+, X) consisting of all φ G W(R + , X) for which the zero function belongs to the weak closure of H(φ) 9 while CQ(R + , X) will designate the set of those φ e Q(R + , X) that vanish at infinity on R+ . For future reference, we shall need the following basic facts concerning the notions of (almost) periodicity defined above. [11, 12] , DeLeeuw and Glicksberg [7] , and [22, 24] . The equivalence of (b) (i) and (b) (ii) follows from results in [7] , while the equivalence of (b) (i) and (b) (iii) is established in [18] and [25] .
In order to place the periodicity properties considered above in perspective-and to motivate the study of these notions in the context of operator semigroups-we make note of their relationship to commonly studied modes of asymptotic behavior for semigroup motions ((a), (d), and (e), below) before closing this preliminary section.
Let u G Q>(R + , X), and consider the following assertions:
, and (c) implies both (d) and (e).
The fact that (c) implies (d) is the extension of the classical ergodic theorem for scalar valued weakly almost periodic functions due to Eberlein [9] to the case of an arbitrary Banach range space given in [27] (also see [26] ). The other implications are obvious. 
COROLLARY. If(S(t)) t >o is a uniformly bounded Co-semigroup of continuous linear operators on a reflexive Banach space X, then every almost-orbit of (S(t)) t >o is Eberlein-weakly almost periodic.
Before turning to the proof of Theorem 2.1, some comments are in order.
2.3. REMARKS. 1. The assertion of Theorem 2.1 does not carry over to nonlinear operator semigroups, and even fails to hold in the case of contraction semigroups in Hubert space. To see this, consider the example by Baillon [2] of a contraction semigroup (S(t)) t >o in l 2 generated by -dφ , where φ is a convex l.s.c. function such that dφ~ι(0) Φ 0 and, for some x G c\S&(φ), || \\'\iva t -, oo S{t)x does not exist. The motion S(-)x in this example is bounded, and thus has weakly relatively compact range, but S(-)x is not E.-w.a.p. Indeed, according to [27] 
The literature relating to weak almost periodicity properties of solutions to differential equations (e.g., see [1] , [6] , [17] ) has heretofore dealt only with the notions of either a weakly almost periodic (w.a.p.) function feC b (R, X) (i.e., x*fe AP(R) for all x* e X*) or a weakly asymptotically almost periodic (w.a.a.p.) function / e Q(R+, X) (i.e., x*f e AAP(R+) for all x* e X*) we are not aware of any previous results pertaining to Eberlein- [27] and [28] indicate that Eberlein-weak almost periodicity occurs more naturally than weak asymptotic almost periodicity when it comes to motions and almost-orbits of operator semigroups, and can as well lead to stronger conclusions:
(a) In the case of a uniformly bounded linear Co-semigroup (S(t)) t >o on X, a motion through x e X is E.-w.a.p. provided only that its range γ(x) is weakly relatively compact in X, whereas it is shown in [28] that γ(x) must necessarily be relatively compact with respect to the (generally stronger) topology of uniform convergence on the sets {S(t)*x*: ί e R + }, x* e X*, in order for S( )x to be w.a.a.p. For an example where the two notions actually differ, let X = W(R + ) endowed with the sup-norm, and take (S(t)) t >o to be the restriction to X of the usual translation semigroup on the space BUC(R + ) of all bounded uniformly continuous functions on R+. Then 115(011 < 1 for every t e R + , and every motion S(-)f: R + -• X through / G W(R+) has weakly relatively compact range (by definition of fF(R+)), whereby every motion is E.-w.a.p. by Theorem 2.1. However, each motion S(-)g: R + -> X through some g e H^(R + )\^^P(R + ) is obviously not w.a.a.p. Concrete examples of functions belonging to W(R+)\AAP(R+) are given in Examples 3.7 and 3.8 of [25] .
(b) According to the ergodic theorem for E.-w.a.p. functions from [27] , H ll-liπiT^oo j JQ f(t+h)dt exists uniformly over h e R + whenever / G W(R+, X). Thus, Eberlein-weakly almost periodic functions behave as well as almost periodic functions with respect to convergence of ergodic means. For weakly (asymptotically) almost periodic functions, on the other hand, one can generally only conclude existence of the ergodic limit in the weak topology (provided that X is weakly sequentially complete). . Now, given ε > 0, choose n 0 € N so that \\u ωn (t)-u ω (t)\\ < ε for all n > n 0 and all ίEM + . Putting a n = lim m (u(t m + ω n ), x^), n G N, we have that \a n -β\ = lim\{u(t m + ω n )-u ω (t), x* m )\ <e for all n > ΠQ whence a = lim« a n = β .
Case 2. (ω n ) n is unbounded.
Here, we can assume that ω n -> ex), as well as that (u(ω n )) n is weakly convergent to some XQ G X since γ(u) is weakly relatively compact. For each m G N, since u is an almost-orbit of (S(t)) t >o 9 we thus have that x^}. Further, since (S(t m yx^) m is a bounded sequence in X*, there exist x£ G X* and a subnet (S(tm λ )*Xm,)λ °f (^(^m)* ^m)m which is w * -convergent to XQ . Now, given ε > 6, choose «o G N so that Again setting a n = \im m {u{t m + ω n ), x^) for n e N, if n > ΠQ , we then have that
Having thus shown that a = β in this case as well, the proof of Theorem 2.1 is complete.
In what follows, we shall say that a function / e Q>(M + , X) is almost periodic if / is the restriction to R + of an almost periodic function g e AP(R, X). (ii) *S( )y is almost periodic.
THEOREM. Assume that (S(t)) t >o is a strongly continuous semigroup of operators on a weakly closed subset C of X, and let u: R + -> C be an almost-orbίt of (S(t)) t > 0 such that
In other words, an almost-orbit w of (5 r (ί))ί>o for which (*) holds is E.-w.a.p. if and only if u is a perturbation of an almost periodic motion of (S(t)) t >o by a function in ffft(R + , X). Before proving this, we pause to make some further observations. 2.5. REMARKS. 1. Condition (*) in Theorem 2.4 could be replaced by the following formally weaker assumption: (**) For any sequence 0 < t n -» oo, if (u(t n )) n is weakly convergent to some y e C, then (S(h)u(t n )) n converges weakly to S(h)y for every h e M + . In fact, as the following technical lemma shows, conditions (*) and (**) are actually equivalent under the circumstances at hand. 
LEMMA. Assume that C is a weakly closed subset of X, S: C ->

) if C = -C and (5(ί))/>o is odd (i.e., S(t)(-x) = -S(t)x for all t e M + and all x e C).
For a uniformly bounded Co-semigroup {S{t)) t >o of bounded linear operators on X, Theorems 2.1 and 2.4 together show that any motion S{-)x with weakly relatively compact range is Eberlein-weakly almost periodic and uniquely decomposes into the sum S(-)x = S( )y+ φ of an almost periodic motion S(-)y and a motion φ = S( )(x -y)
belonging to W 0 (R+, X). We wish to point out that direct application of the DeLeeuw-Glicksberg theory [7, Thm. 4 
.11] to the semigroup (S(t)) t >o on ty yields a decomposition of the form S( )x = S(-)x r + S( )xo where S(-)x r is almost periodic and S(-)xo is such
that 0 e w-cly(xo) Consequently, even when attention is restricted to motions, Theorem 2.1 provides an improvement over direct application of the DeLeeuw-Glicksberg theory through the additional information that the motion S(-)xo-and thus S(-)x itself-is actually E.-w.a.p.
Proof of Theorem 2.4. Since the decomposition specified in Theorem 2.4 is certainly sufficient to guarantee that u e W(R+, X), we need only show that it is also necessary, and so let us assume that the almostorbit u is E.-w.a.p. By Theorem 1.3, therefore, there exist uniquely determined functions g e AP(R, X) and φ e W 0 (R + , X) such that (1) u = g\R+ + φ.
As φ e WQ(R + , X), there exists a sequence 0 < ω n -> oo such that (2) (ψωjn converges weakly in Q(R + , X) to the zero function. Moreover, we can assume that (3) (u(ω n )) n is weakly convergent to some z eω w (u), and (4) (gω n )n converges uniformly on R to some / e AP(R, X). [4] . Thus, choosing τ n e [2ω n , oo) Π P\/ n {g), Λ € N, it is easy to see that (5) (gτ n )n converges to g uniformly on R. For each / e R + , taking (*) and the fact that u is an almost-orbit of (S(t))t>o into account, we also have that (S(t)u(ω n )) n converges weakly to S{t)z and lim rt \\u(t + ω n ) -S(t)u(ω n )\\ = 0. Combining these observations with (1), (2) , and (4), we conclude that (6) f{t) = S(t)z for each t e R + . We now claim that (7) (/ τ _ ω J w converges uniformly on R to g. Indeed, given a > 0, choose n 0 e N so that 11^(0-/(011 < ε / ll^τ π (0 -g(t)\\ < e/2 for all teR and every n > n 0 . Then i <II*(O-*..
For each ε > 0, since g e AP(R, X), there exists a relatively dense subset P ε (g) of R such that \\g(t + τ) -g(t)\\ <ε for each τ e P £ (g) and all t GR
for all t ER and every Π>ΠQ.
At this point, setting y n = S(τ n -ω n )z, n e N, it follows from (6) and (7) that (8) || ||-lim rt j; Λ = g(0). For each n eN, moreover, again using (*) and the fact that u is an almost-orbit of (S(t)) t >o 9 y n = w-limS(τ n -ω n )u(ω m ) = w-limu(ω m + τ n -ω n ) e ω w {u).
As we note in the following technical lemma, however, ω w (u) is weakly closed, and hence
(9) y = g(0)eω w (u).
Finally, according to (6) , (7), and (9), we have that
S(t)y = || \\-Km S(t)y n = || ||-lim/ τ^( 0 = g(t)
for each ίGl + , which completes the proof of Theorem 2.4. 
Applications and related results.
In view of the connection between solutions of abstract Cauchy problems associated with a generator A of a strongly continuous semigroup (S(t)) t >o of operators and motions or almost-orbits of (S(t)) t >o , the assertions of Theorems 2.1 and 2.4 can thus be used to (1) determine whether such solutions are Eberlein-weakly almost periodic, and thereby to (2) obtain existence of (classical) almost periodic solutions even in the absence of a priori norm-compactness assumptions, and (3) establish the existence of the norm-limit of ergodic means for solutions. We will begin by illustrating these features, and shall here focus on the linear case; the case of abstract Cauchy problems associated with m-dissipative (generally multivalued) operators in uniformly convex Banach spaces (see Remark 2.5.2) has been treated in detail in [26] .
Throughout the remainder of the section, we assume that A: 3f(A) c X -» X is the infinitesimal generator of a uniformly bounded Cosemigroup (S(t))t>o of continuous linear operators on X. We shall further consider both the homogeneous Cauchy problem
Uo) = * o with initial data XQ <G X and, for a given function / e L ι (R + , X), the inhomogeneous Cauchy problem
It is well known (cf. [13] , [20] 
) that u = S(-)x 0 is the (unique) strong solution of (CP h ) in case XQ G 31 (A), and that the mild solution u(t) = S(t)x 0 + JQ S(t -s)f(s) ds of (CP)
is the candidate for a (classical) solution. As noted in 1.1.1, moreover, every mild solution of (CP) (i.e., the mild solution corresponding to any XQ G X) is an almost-orbit of (S(ί))ί>o 3.1. THEOREM. 1 
. If (CP h ) has a strong solution u with weakly relatively compact range, then u = S(-)xo is Eberlein-weakly almost periodic and has a (unique) decomposition u = S(-)y + φ, where φ G W 0 (R+, X) and y G ω w (xo) is such that S(-)y is almost periodic. 2. If the mild solution u of (CP) has weakly relatively compact range, then u is Eberlein-weakly almost periodic and has a (unique) decomposition u = S(-)y + φ, where φ G WQ(R+ , X) and y G ω w (u) is such that S( )y is almost periodic.
3.2. COROLLARY. 1. Assume that X is reflexive. Then (a) every strong solution of (CP h ) is Eberlein-weakly almost periodic;
then there exist y G ω w (xo)n3r(A) such that the strong solution u = S(-)y of (CPh) for the intial condition u(0) = y is almost periodic;
(c) every mild solution of (CP) is Eberlein-weakly almost periodic.
If (S(t)) t >o is a differentiable semigroup and u: E + -• X is any strong solution of (CP h ) with weakly relatively compact range, then there exists y e ω w (u) such that S(-)y: R + -• X is an almost periodic strong solution of (CP h ) ( with initial vector χ Q = y).
As Corollary 3.2 makes plain, Theorem 3.1 can be used to deduce existence of almost periodic strong solutions of (CPh) without a priori norm-compactness assumptions. We mention that every strong solution of (CPh) with norm-relatively compact range is asymptotically almost periodic [21, Corollary 2.5], which also leads to the existence of almost periodic strong solutions to (CPh) in view of the decomposition of an a.a.p motion of (S(t)) t > 0 [21, p. 150] as the sum of an a.p. motion and a function belonging to CQ(R + , X). We now turn to the question of convergence of ergodic means. Instead of just considering the limit of the Cesaro means γ / 0 Γ u(t) dt of a solution u to either (CP h ) or (CP), moreover, we shall take into account means with respect to any strongly regular kernel; a function β:l + xR + -^M is said to be strongly regular if
im s^oo f™Q(s,t)dt=l, (iii) lim^oo fj \Q(s,t)\dt = O for each T > 0, and (iv) lim^oo / 0°° \Q(s ,t + h)-Q(s 9 t)\dt
= 0 for all h e R + . 
THEOREM. Assume that (S(t)) t >o is a uniformly bounded Cosemigroup of continuous linear operators on X, and let u:R + -• X be an almost-orbit of (S(t)) t >o with
R + x R + -• R. Moreover, z
is a fixed point of (S(t)) t >o, and the only such in Q\coω w (u).
Theorem 3.3 is a consequence of Theorem 2.1 taken in conjunction with the strong ergodic theorem for Eberlein-weakly almost periodic functions from [27] . In the special case that u is a motion S( )x of (5(ί))/>o through some x e X, Theorem 3.3 becomes a version for individual motions of the well known mean ergodic theorem for uniformly bounded Co-semigroups on reflexive Banach spaces (cf. [13] 
Taken together with Theorem 3.3, this leads to the following result.
COROLLARY. Assume that (S(t)) t >o is a uniformly bounded Co~semigroup of continuous linear operators on X, and let u: R + -> X be an almost-orbit of (S(t)) t > 0 with weakly relatively compact range. If lim/_>oo ||tt(ί + Λ) -u(t)\\ = 0 (respectively, + h) -u(ή) = 0) for each h e M + , then u(t) (respectively, w-lim t -^ooU(t)) exists and equals
In case the uniformly bounded Co-semigroup (S(t)) t >o generated by A is the restriction to R+ of an analytic semigroup of type (a, M) [13, p. 33] , \\tAS(t)x\\ < M\\x\\ for each t > 0 and every x eX, whereby it easily follows that, given any x eX, 
lim\\S(t + h)x-S(t)x\\ = 0
REMARK. For the connection between Proposition 3.7 and stability of (S(t))t>o 9 recall that (S(t)) t >o is said to be strongly (respectively, weakly) stable if || j|-lim ί _* O o'S f (0 * = 0 (respectively, w-lim/^oo S(t)x -0) for each x £ X. This, in turn, is equivalent to requiring that, given any x e X, there exists a sequence 0 < ω n -• oo such that the corresponding sequence (S( + ω n )x) n of translates converges to the zero function in Q(R + , X) (respectively, uniformly in Q>(M + , X w ), where X w denotes X with its associated weak topology σ(X 9 X*)). According to Proposition 3.7, if σ p (A) n /R = 0 and u is any almost-orbit of (S(t)) t >o with weakly relatively compact range, then there does exist a sequence 0 < ω n -• oo such that (u ω ) n converges to the zero function with respect to the weak topology of Q(R + , X). Of course, the condition σ p (A) n/R = 0 is necessary for the weak stability of (S(t)) t >o.
Proof of Proposition 3.7. From Theorems 2.1 and 2.4, we know that u = S(-)y + φ, where φ e J^b(R + , X) and y G ω w (u) is such that £(•)}' is almost periodic. For μ e R, let be the corresponding Fourier coefficient of (the almost periodic function) S(-)y. It is then easy to check that e~ι μt S(ί)a(y, μ) = a{y, μ) for all ίGl + , and hence a(y, μ) = 0 in view of the assumption on σ p (A). Since a(y, μ) = 0 for each μ e R, S f (ί)y = 0 for every /Gl + , and thus u e W 0 (R+, X). Since this implies that 0 e ω w (M), the final assertion now follows as an immediate consequence of Theorem 3.3. Proof. According to Theorem 1.3, we have that x*u = #|R + + φ, where g e AP(R) and φ e C 0 (R + ), while x*u e ^o(R + ) in view of Proposition 3.7. Consequently, there exists a sequence 0 < ω n -• oo so that {(x*u-φ) ωj ) n converges pointwise on R + to the zero function. A routine argument based on the fact that g e AP(R) now shows that g is identically zero, whereby the proof is complete.
Our final set of applications concerns an abstract version of the principle of local energy decay for solutions of the wave equation in exterior domains as considered in [16, Chap. V], [30] , and [14] . More specifically, we give a short and straightforward treatment of (an extension of) the material presented in [14, Section 1.2] .
To set the context for these results, we assume that X is a reflexive Banach space, and take F to be a Frechet space (i.e., a complete metrizable locally convex space) in which X is continuously embed- Proof. Given x e X, and again applying Corollary 3.8, φ -S(-)x e WQ(R+ , X), and so there exists a sequence 0 < ω n -• oo such that {ψω n )n converges to the zero function with respect to the weak topology of Q(R + , X). Assuming that γ(x) is relatively compact in F, therefore, we may further suppose that (S(t + ω n )x) n converges to zero in F for each t eR + . Since S(-)x: R + -• F is also uniformly continuous, the desired conclusion now follows readily. In closing, we mention that analogues of our results for semigroups can be deduced for groups of operators through the same techniques, and we state one particular result.
THEOREM. Assume that (G(t)) teR is a uniformly bounded C ogroup of continuous linear operators on a Banach space X, and let x e X. Then G(-)x e W(π, X) if and only if G( )x has weakly relatively compact range in X. In this case, G(-)x = G(-)y + φ, where φ e W 0 (R, X) and y e ω w (X) with G(-)y e AP(R, X).
